Do you want to sell?
Do you have telecommunication equipment, eventually spare parts for sale ?
Contact us on sales@fpdco.com and we will:
 offer you the highest price in dependence on type of equipment
and its possible revaluation
 help you to find for your equipment new use, including its
retesting and reconfiguration accordingly needs of new user.
We cooperate with more than 150 operators not only in Europe but also
in Africa, Asia and South America, who have running requirements on
equipment and spare parts of almost all of actual vendors. Their
requirements are ensured and processed by our team of experienced specialists, both traders and also
technicians, capable to evaluate your equipment and parts and therefore solve your problem with
telecommunication equipment and other stock supplies.

Do you want to buy?
Do you need for your customer some
telecommunication equipment or spare part ?
Contact us on address sales@fpdco.com. We
have the large stock including about 10 000 items
and then we can offer you the solution :
We can offer you the wide assortment of
telecommunication (base stations, controllers,
transcoders, microwave equipment etc.) of
majority of actual manufacturers for considerably
lower prices than i tis the price of new equipment.
Matter of course is delivery of equipment
configured according to requirements or your
customers, tested and under the warranty up to 2
years.



We can supply you spare parts under the similar conditions as in case of equipment.
Our specialists are ready to prepare equipment or spare parts, configure it, make a testing and pack it
exactly accordingly requirements of each individual customer of yours and also provide support within
the whole time of warranty of equipment or spare part.

We are offering another services
Except of sales and purchases we are able to ensure for your
company also another services:
 Do you have any faulty equipment? We can help you
with its repair or in case of unrepairable defect goods to make a
change of piece for piece.
 Do you have any equipment that you are not able to
test? We can help you with testing.

In case of these or also another requirements contact us on address sales@fpdco.com..

